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About the Composition

The melodies of this piece have a flavor of an Oriental atmosphere. However, most of the harmonies are composed with a Western-style vocabulary. A long, sensitive and mysterious melodic line is introduced in the opening measures. I composed the counter melodies so that they would be enjoyable to play; feel how each twists around the main melody. When the main melody returns in m. 37, a clearer and simpler tone is needed. You might imagine that the ancient flower is a dainty, tiny flower; perhaps an exotic flower; or perhaps even something else. Whatever you imagine, the flower will bloom in your way in this piece.
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The Carl Fischer Performance Series for Band has five performance levels to provide you with a highly focused repertoire for your band. Each level has been carefully designed and graded, within specific guidelines, so that each piece in a level will work with your band when it achieves that level. Each level is also color coded for ease in finding the series that will be appropriate for your band, as it develops.

Within each grade level, you will find selections in a variety of styles and genres designed to meet all of your performance and teaching needs. The Carl Fischer composers and arrangers are some of the most respected writers in the business. Their music is dynamic, fresh and eminently worthy of your attention.

**Young Band**

- Addition of a separate Trombone and Baritone part
- Addition of simple sixteenth-note rhythms
- Clarinet 2 still below break
- Low brass writing carefully considered
- Keys carefully considered
- Logical voice leading
- Still limited independence of parts
- Active percussion writing with more instrument options
- Timpani is an optional part
- Short pieces - length is a consideration for young embouchures